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The Swedish Orthopedic Institute occupies a city block.
A sky bridge and tunnel connect it to Swedish Medical
Center.
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Swedish project employs new construction standard
By MARC STILES
Journal Staff Reporter

When they began designing the $88
million, steel-structure Swedish
Orthopedic Institute, the team
realized that to achieve construction
efficiencies would require the use an
advanced design standard that was
not yet part of Seattle's building code.

The standard, AISC 358-05, would
reduce both construction time and
material costs. But getting the city
Department of Planning and
Development to sign off on the
technique posed a risk to the project
schedule.

Swedish was “very apprehensive,”
said Marjorie Lund, principal of Lund
& Everton LLC, the project's
structural engineer. “We just didn't have the time to slow down. What if we waited three weeks
(for an answer) and they said no?”

The city did ultimately give its blessing, though conditionally. The team could use the new
standard as long as there were special inspectors on site to ensure it was properly executed.

When the orthopedic institute opened in June 2008, it was the first building in Seattle to employ
the design of special steel moment frames using AISC 358-05. That, plus the fact that the
372,000-square-foot office and surgery center on First Hill was designed and completed in
record time, netted the team national recognition in the 2009 Innovative Design in Engineering
and Architecture Structural Steel awards program.

According to the American Institute of Steel Construction, a not-for-profit technical institute
and trade association, 11 award winners were selected from nearly 100 submissions. The
awards are the highest project-based awards given by the structural steel industry.

More suites better

Economics drove the design of the building. In medical facilities, much of the value hinges on
the number of surgical suites included in the project. Building as many suites as possible
requires large column-free spans. Such spans also resulted in efficient grids on the inpatient
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Construction of the Swedish Orthopedic Institute began
in late 2006. Several factors helped accelerate
construction, condensing the schedule from 22 months
to 19 months. The project team won a national design
award for using state-of-the-art standards.

nursing unit and physician offices stacked above, according to project architect Kristina Ryhn,
principal with NBBJ.

Steel framing allows for the use of
longer spans and, therefore, a more
open interior than concrete
construction. The problem was that
Seattle's building code had not caught
up with the project. At the time, the
code would have allowed a steel
structure but an inefficient one. The
building would have needed to be X-
braced or have moment frames made
of heavy steel. This was due to life-
safety and structural concerns related
to earthquakes. “We chose to use
state-of-the-art standards to save
money,” Lund said.

The issue dated back to the 1994
Northridge, Calif., quake. Lund said
that during that event, the welds in
many steel-frame buildings were damaged, so entities in seismic zones put a moratorium on
steel-moment frame buildings. Developers who wanted to use steel had to X-brace their
buildings. Later, codes were changes to allow steel-moment frames made of heavy steel. Either
way, the result was an extraordinary amount of steel being used and heavier, more expensive
buildings.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency funded research by a coalition of universities and
trade associations, including the American Institute of Steel Construction. The goal was to find
ways to lighten steel structures that would better withstand earthquakes. AISC 358-05 emerged
from the research. The standard employs a system where wider, yet lighter, steel columns are
used in earthquake-resistant frames.

“We knew (358-05) was coming along, so we looked into it and decided it would be a real
bonus for the (Swedish) project,” Lund said, adding that the new technique ended up saving the
project 500 tons of steel and reduced the project cost by up to $1.2 million. Team members
lobbied Swedish officials to let them confer with DPD to see about using AISC 358-05.

Structural engineer Steve Pfeiffer, technical codes manager at DPD, said designers occasionally
bring in techniques that are ahead of the code. Approving Swedish's request was “actually
pretty easy” because city officials were confident that AISC 358-05 would be part of the new
Seattle code. It was folded into the city code in October 2007, 11 months after construction
began on the Swedish project.

Saving time and money

Using AISC 358-05 saved time as well as materials. The steel went up more quickly, and the
welding of the special-moment frame members was done faster as well. Structural steel framing
with concrete on metal decks was used for the four levels of underground parking, and the
design team chose to start the steel frame directly off of the foundations at the bottom of the
hole followed by shotcrete exterior wall construction. Engineers designed special channel-
shaped edge beams to support the steel framing as it went up weeks ahead of the concrete
walls.
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Fast-tracking steel and erecting the frame before the walls helped the schedule and allowed
other disciplines to start their work much earlier, according to Scott Amick of Sellen
Construction, the general contractor.

Further accelerating the timeline was the use of BIM, or building information modeling, added
Clark Lindsay of CB Richard Ellis, the project management company. BIM, which uses three-
dimensional, real-time, building modeling software to increase productivity in building design
and construction, helps ensure coordination among building project disciplines.

Also, Sellen was brought onto the team early in design. At the time, construction was booming
in the Northwest, and demand for steel fabricators and erectors was high. According to the
project team, Sellen began negotiating with sub-contractors during the design phase, and the
contractor worked closely with Lund & Everton and used preliminary quantities and schedules
to negotiate prices with their suppliers. Lund & Everton produced a steel mill-order set of
documents four months before the architectural permit documents and eight months prior to the
completed construction documents. This allowed the contractor to obtain permits, order steel
and start steel fabrication before the building design was complete.

Other members of the project team were steel fabricator Fought & Co., of Tigard, Ore.,
structural steel detailer Steel Systems Engineering of Sherman Oaks, Calif. The Erection Co., of
Arlington.

The Swedish Orthopedic Institute, the first specialized orthopedic facility in the Northwest, has
seven occupied floors and a two-story mechanical penthouse. In addition to the 10 operating
rooms, the facility has 84 inpatient beds, a pharmacy, two stories of medical offices, a cafe and
patient education center.

By combining orthopedic services and spine services under one roof, Swedish has streamlined
care, said Cal Knight, Swedish president and COO. He added that patient spaces have been re-
thought to produce a far better flow from pre-surgical testing and education to discharge.
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